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me@joshsera.com
http://www.joshsera.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joshsera

Summary
I am a writer, designer and developer that loves
breaking concepts down and making them
comprehensible to everyone. Complicated technology
doesn't need to be complicated to use, and
presenting that technology to people in the most
comprehensible way possible is crucial to success.

Skills
Writing: Technical Writing, UX Writing
UX Design: Sketch, Figma, Omnigraffle, Adobe
Creative Suite
Front-end Web Development:
HTML/CSS/JavaScript, React, Bootstrap

Technical Writing

Polyverse
2/2019 - 7/2021
Technical Writer, Website Manager, Professional Services Engineer
Among the many hats I wore at Polyverse, a cybersecurity startup, was writing documentation for all of their
products. When I was hired, I compiled scattered documentation into a single set of documents for their main
product, and later wrote all of the documentation for their build farm product. The build farm was later sold to
the US Navy.

UX Design, Development and Prototyping:

Allovus (for Microsoft)
Feb.2018-Dec.2018, Dec.2021-Aug.2022

I worked for Microsoft, through Allovus twice, as a UX prototyper and a UX developer/designer. As a UX
prototyper, I created the original prototype for Word's voice commands, which made it into production in the
form seen here.

And as a UX Developer/designer, I designed and wrote an interactive demo highlighting new features for
Visual Studio's Intellicode. A full case study can be seen here.

Front-end Web Development

Polyverse
2/2019 - 7/2021
Website Manager / Professional Services Engineer
One of the other roles I took at Polyverse was management of the website. I took over a site written in NextJS
by a junior developer, cleaned up the codebase, and hired another developer to help with maintenance.

General Assembly
9/2015 - 4/2016
Web Development Immersive Instructor
At General Assembly, I taught the WDI course, which takes people with little to no previous technology
experience, and over the course of three months, teaches them the skills to create websites from back-end to
the front end, from the ground up.

Education:
General Assembly UXDI Program
Jun. 2017-Aug.2017
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